Thiamine-Deficient Infant Formula: What Happened and What Have We Learned?
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Introduction

Infant formulae are the sole source of nutrition in the first few months of life for infants who are not breast fed. In accordance with this specific nutrition scenario, the European Directive from 2006 states that the composition of infant formulae must meet all nutrition requirements of healthy infants, and this should be based on valid and accepted scientific data [1]. Furthermore, it concludes that ‘given the particular nature of infant formula, additional means to those usually available to monitoring bodies should be available in order to facilitate efficient monitoring of those products’.

In 2003, a thiamine-deficient soy infant formula was produced in Germany and marketed exclusively in Israel. Between October and November 2003, infants with encephalopathy were admitted to several intensive care units in Israel and were later diagnosed as suffering from thiamine deficiency. The soy formula consumed by these children was found to be the cause of these admissions.

Methods: A Medline search using the terms ‘thiamine deficiency’ and ‘formula’ or ‘feeding’ without year limit identified relevant published data on that event. Newspapers from Israel were screened from November 2003 until April 2011. Results: On November 2003, 2–6% of infants in Israel consumed this formula. The consumption of this thiamine-deficient formula was associated with the death of 3 infants and with more than 20 infants manifesting neurologic damage. In this report, we summarize the chain of events, the neurologic outcome, and discuss the lessons needed to be learned from this sad event. Conclusions: Based on difficulties in diagnosis of subtle deficiencies, we suggest that apparent history of safe use is not a reliable source for establishing adequate intake. Infant formulae can be produced or imported only under stringent criteria with the manufacturer/importer having total responsibility for the product.
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Abstract

Introduction: In 2003, a thiamine-deficient soy infant formula was produced in Germany and marketed exclusively in Israel. Between October and November 2003, infants with encephalopathy were admitted to several intensive care units in Israel and were later diagnosed as suffering from thiamine deficiency. The soy formula consumed by these children was found to be the cause of these admissions.
In this report we summarize the chain of events and the reported neurological outcome in order to delineate the steps needed to avoid future events as this one.

Methods

A Medline search using the terms ‘thiamine deficiency’ and ‘formula’ or ‘feeding’ without year limit identified relevant published data on that event. Newspapers from Israel were screened from November 2003 until April 2011.

The ‘Remedia Story’

On November 6, 2003, a report from Schneider Children’s Medical Center, affiliated with the Tel Aviv University, was issued to the Israeli Ministry of Health. On that report, it was stated that 4 infants, aged 2–10 months, with unexplained encephalopathy were admitted to the intensive care unit. Clinical signs of these infants included gastrointestinal symptoms (constipation, lack of appetite, vomiting, and later diarrhea) and neurologic symptoms, including agitation, apathy, and, later, nystagmus, convulsions, and unconsciousness [2]. All affected infants had one thing in common: all of them were fed a soy-based infant formula, distributed by Remedia under the name Remedia Super Soya 1, a formula that was manufactured specifically for Remedia by Humana Milchunion (Germany).

On November 7, 2003, the Ministry of Health issued a directive to all parents to cease use of the Remedia soy-based formula and ordered that the product be removed from all points of sale and from use in medical facilities. At that time, there was no reason to suspect that the formula was thiamine deficient since the label indicated adequate amounts of the vitamin. While other cases were admitted, including a case of cardiac failure, clinical diagnosis raised suspicion of Beriberi, supported by a report from a physician who gave vitamin B1 with reversibility of most signs.

On November 9, examination of thiamine content in the three batches of Remedia soy-based infant formula revealed that thiamine could not be detected in these formulae, and on November 10, the German manufacturing company, Humana, reported that thiamine was omitted from the formula. An alert was issued to the World Health Organization, resulting in an announcement to all member states on November 21, 2003 [3].

According to Humana, an employee of the company failed to add thiamine to a new soybean product because the vitamin naturally occurs in soybeans. However, the employee did not take into account that the soy was treated with heat, resulting in a product without thiamine [4]. According to the Israeli media, the new soy product was sent for laboratory evaluation of nutrients, but the laboratory did not provide thiamine determination (although it should have done so). Humana quality control did not detect the lack of thiamine in the report, and it was shipped to Israel without the results of thiamine content. Again, according to Israeli media, a Humana employee found out that results were missing, but her superior decided that since the shipment to Israel had already occurred, there was no need for repeated testing.

In Israel, in 2003, the Ministry of Health estimated that 2–6% of the infant population, Nationwide, consumed this formula (personal communication). Not all infants were exclusively consuming the formula, and duration of feeding varied.

In a follow-up study of 20 Remedia-fed infants, after 3 years, these infants had significant lower expressive communication, auditory comprehension language subscales, Mental Developmental Index score, and reached independent walking at a later age [5]. In another study from Souraski Medical Center and Schneider Children’s Medical Center, it was found that 7 infants displayed seizures upon presentation (either tonic, myoclonic, or focal), and seizure recurred in all children after a seizure-free period (either myoclonic or complex partial seizures). In 4 of the 7 children, the seizures remained uncontrolled, suggesting that severe thiamine deficiency may cause epilepsy [6]. Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging follow-up of these children revealed that thiamine deficiency was characterized by involvement of the frontal lobes and basal ganglia, in addition to the lesions in the periaqueductal region, thalami, and the mammillary bodies described in adults. Furthermore, MR spectroscopy demonstrated a characteristic lactate peak [7].

Overall, this event resulted in the death of 4 infants (3 around the acute phase and 1 after more than 6 years) with more than 20 children with severe neurologic damage. All these patients consumed the thiamine-deficient formula at the age of 2–10 months.

Discussion

Formulae are the sole source of nutrition for young infants that are not breast fed. This period is a sensitive period of rapid growth and development and, thus, deficiencies or excess of nutrients may have severe short-term...
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